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Abstract— This contribution will focus on the design, analysis,
fabrication, experimental characterization and evaluation of a
family of prototypes of robotic extra fingers that can be used as
grasp compensatory devices for hemiparetic upper limb. The
devices are the results of experimental sessions with chronic
stroke patients and consultations with clinical experts. All the
devices share a common principle of work which consists in opposing to the paretic hand/wrist so to restrain the motion of an
object. Robotic supernumerary fingers can be used by chronic
stroke patients to compensate for grasping in several Activities
of Daily Living (ADL) with a particular focus on bimanual
tasks. The devices are designed to be extremely portable and
wearable. They can be wrapped as bracelets when not being
used, to further reduce the encumbrance. The motion of the
robotic devices can be controlled using an Electromyography
(EMG) based interface embedded in a cap. The interface allows
the user to control the device motion by contracting the frontalis
muscle. The performance characteristics of the devices have
been measured through experimental set up and the shape
adaptability has been confirmed by grasping various objects
with different shapes. We tested the devices through qualitative
experiments based on ADL involving a group of chronic stroke
patients in collaboration with by the Rehabilitation Center of
the Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Senese. The prototypes
successfully enabled the patients to complete various bi-manual
tasks. Results show that the proposed robotic devices improve
the autonomy of patients in ADL and allow them to complete
tasks which were previously impossible to perform.

I.
Robotic applications have rapidly grown from classical
industrial applications with repetitive tasks to applications
with close human-robot interaction. In particular, assistive
robotics has gained an increasing attention in the last
decades, see [1], [2]. Assisting robotic devices can have
a great impact on the adaptation of healthcare services to
the needs of an increasingly dependent population (aging,
degenerative diseases, etc.). Technological advances and the
emergence of novel adapted technologies such as wearable
technologies with considerable reduction in size, cost and
energy consumption are becoming a popular solution to provide assistive services to humans. This capabl technology is
expected to work closely, interact and collaborate with people
in an intelligent environment. While initially conceived for
human motion augmentation purposes, wearable powered
robots have been gradually proposed as a technological aid
for motion rehabilitation and assistance, and functional substitution in patients suffering from motor disorders, see [3].
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Fig. 1. Underactuated cable driven flexible finger. The finger has a modular
structure. Each module is composed of soft and stiff parts.

We have focused on a novel wearable assistive technology
for chronic stroke patients. Stroke is one of the leading
causes of a long term impairment. On average, every 40
seconds, someone in the United States has a stroke [4].
Impairment of the hand grasping function is one of the
common deficits after a stroke: approximately 60% of stroke
survivors suffer from some form of sensorimotor impairment
associated with their hand [5]. Different motor impairments
can affect the hand both at motor execution and motor
planning/learning level. Deficits in motor execution include
weakness of wrist/finger extensors, increased wrist/finger
flexors tone and spasticity, co-contraction, impaired finger
independence, poor coordination between grip and load
forces, inefficient scaling of grip force and peak aperture,
and delayed preparation, initiation, and termination of object
grip [6], [7]. Recovering hand functions is of primary
importance during the rehabilitation phase. Many wearable
devices have been proposed in the last decade, especially
for hand rehabilitation and function recovery [8]. However,
most of the devices are designed to increase the functional
recovery in the first months of the rehabilitation therapy,
when biological restoration and reorganization of the central
nervous system can take place. However, only 5% to 20% of
patients show a complete recovery of upper limb six months
after the stroke [9]. When in the paretic upper limb the motor

deficit is stabilized, the rehabilitation mainly consists in ergotherapy, with the primarily focus of teaching compensatory
strategies that may often take advantage of dedicated aids.
These strategies may sometimes result neither ergonomic
nor ecological [10], even increasing the pathological motor
patterns, by usually worsening tonic flexion at the forearm
of the paretic limb [11]. Various compensatory aids are commercially available in order to support patients in activities
of daily living (ADL) [12]. The main target of the dedicated
tools is to let typical bimanual tasks be executed using only
the unaffected hand increasing the disparity between the
two upper limbs. Moreover, these tools can be difficult to
carry outside structured environments, limiting their use to
rehabilitation facilities or to patient’s house.
A possible solution is that of using a wearable compensatory robotic device that can work together with the paretic
upper limb to compensate the missing abilities of the impaired hand. These devices should, for example, recover the
ability to grasp and stabilize objects, while keep motivating
the patients to use residual mobility of their paretic upper
limb. Moreover, a wearable robotic device could easily be
carried by patients even outdoors. Finally, a single robotic
device could replace many commercially available tools to
perform ADL, since these tools are generally designed to
perform a single task.
Existing compensatory robotic devices like prostheses,
cannot be used for this purpose since the hand of the
patient, although frequently with limited mobility, is still
present. Early results on the replacement of the impaired
hand with robotic devices are reported in [13]. However, this
potential solution could be much less effective in chronic
stroke patients where the whole arm often presents a limited
residual mobility. Exoskeletons are another kind of assistive
devices, where an external mechanism with joints and links
is coupled with the corresponding joints of the human limbs.
Heo et al. presented in [14] a comprehensive review of hand
exoskeleton technologies for rehabilitation and assistive engineering. Rigid exoskeletons do not accommodate variations
in patient skeletal structure or joint misalignment and can
produce compression forces on the soft tissue and joints
during long-term use [15]. Moreover, most of the proposed
exoskeletons are cumbersome limiting the wearability and
portability of the device.
Besides exoskeletons and prostheses and their working
principles, it is interesting to study other robotic solutions
which can compensate the missing grasping function. The
aim is to come up with a robotic device that can work
together with the paretic upper limb instead of replacing it
and without causing any unnatural forces. In robotics, one
of the simplest structure that allows to grasp is the gripper.
Industrial grippers usually have two fingers and only one
degree of freedom. Further simplifying, one finger can be
seen as a fixed palm and the other one as an active finger
able to restrain the motion of an object. If we consider the
paretic upper limb of the patient as a potential fixed palm,
what is really missed is an active finger able to perform
the grasp. In this view, robotic extra fingers can represent

the minimal complexity solution that also guarantee extreme
wearability and that do not require to be coupled with human
impaired limbs in order to compensate for missing capabilities. Such devices could enhance manipulation capability
without relying on the user’s skeletal structure for support,
making anatomical variation and motion restriction a lesser
issue.
Recently, the research groups at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and our group at the University of Siena
independently developed ideas and prototypes of robotic
extra fingers. [16] presented the design of two supernumerary
robotic fingers. A method for controlling extra robotic fingers
in coordination with human fingers to grasp diverse objects
has been further developed in [17]. Although two independent extra fingers showed great potentialities in augmenting
human hand functions in healthy subjects, size and proposed
control strategies limit their possible application as assistive
device. Toward the direction of active assistive devices, we
have started investigating in [18], [19] a wearable robotic
extra finger to be used in cooperation with the paretic limb
to recover the capability of grasping objects. In [20] we
have reported some preliminary results on the use of a
modular robotic structure as an active compensatory tool
for chronic stroke patients. In particular, the extra finger
prototype was worn on the paretic forearm by means of
an elastic band, and it was coupled with a vibrotactile ring
interface worn on the healthy hand. The robotic finger and
the paretic hand acted like the two parts of a gripper working
together to hold an object. The user was able to control
the flexion/extension of the robotic finger through a switch
placed on the ring, while being provided with vibrotactile
feedback about the forces exerted by the robotic finger on
the environment. In [21] we introduced an EMG interface to
control the finger flexion/extension as well as a compliance
control to let the finger adapt to the shape of the grasped
object. Finally, in [22] we proposed a preliminary version
of an underactuated and tendon driven [23] compliant extra
finger which is reported in Fig. 1. The proposed robotic
devices were used by patients to perform clinical assessment
tests, but the systems had limitations in performing common
ADL. Those limitations were associated to the performance
characteristics of the robotic devices and to the limited
capability of a single finger to perform particular tasks, e.g.,
pouring water from a bottle. The device limitations were
mainly due to low actuator torque, low friction at contact
areas and weak coupling of the device at the forearm.
In [24], we present two novel prototypes of wearable grasp
compensatory devices for hemiparetic upper limb: the soft
sixth finger and the double soft sixth finger.
The former is an improved version of the device presented
in [22]. The new design shares some common features with
the previous device in terms of wearability, robustness and
ability to adapt to different object shapes. However, the
upgraded version has a new actuator with increased torque,
silicone skin to increase friction, double tendon actuation to
improve torsional rigidity and a new support base design
to provide stable grip at the forearm. The double soft sixth

Fig. 2.
finger.

Four different ADL performed with the help of the robotic extra

finger device has been designed to improve grasp stability
in more payload demanding tasks. We doubled the flexible
structure of the device to obtain two fingers. The two fingers
are attached to a base that can be worn at the user’s forearm.
The device is actuated by a single motor and the two fingers design improves the grasp stability and robustness. An
improved version of the eCap, an EMG interface embedded
in a cap proposed in its preliminary version in [22], is also
presented in this paper. We evaluated the performances of
the assistive systems through different experimental setups.
The results showed major improvements in the performance
characteristics of the devices, in particular, grasp stability,
fingertip force and maximum payload. Such improvements
led to successful experiments with the patients in performing
various ADL tasks. We tested the devices with a total of
eight patients selected by the clinical team based on specific
inclusion criteria. The experiments focused on bi-manual
activities related to the kitchen and on the use of mechanical
tools, see Fig. 2. During all the tasks patients used the
robotic finger and the paretic limb to hold the object while
the unaffected hand was used to perform manipulation on
it. One of the main contributions of this research line is
the evaluation of the effectiveness of wearable extra robotic
fingers as compensatory tools for chronic stroke patients in
ADL, where bi-manual tasks are involved.
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